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Was Obama the architect of the illegal government and Big Tech

censoring machine?

With the release of the Twitter files by Elon Musk, we learned that the FBI

was working with Twitter in censoring and blacklisting content on the

social media platform.  From information being gathered in the case

between Missouri and Louisiana and the US government, where The
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Gateway Pundit is the lead plaintiff, we have also learned that this was

taking place with other government departments and other Big Tech

companies.

Evidence Shows that It’s Not Just Twitter and
the FBI, the State Department, CISA,
Facebook. YouTube and Google Are Also
Working to Censure and Ban the Information
You Receive

There is a hole in the dike.  There is more on the most shocking First
Amendment crimes perpetrated by our government since the country’s
beginnings.  Elon Musk at Twitter released information that revealed the
FBI was working with Twitter to censor, shadow ban, and suspend
tweets and accounts from conservatives and othters.  Twitter targeted
accounts … Continue reading
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How did this ever get started? It looks like Obama may have been

behind this. 

Jason Goodman at Crowdsourcethetruth.com reminds us that Barack

Obama signed an Executive Order in 2015 that ties all of this together.
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In 2015, long after Ayers and Dohrn helped the obscure Illinois State

Senator rise to international prominence, President Obama held a

technology summit at Stanford University. After delivering remarks on the

future of technology and industry, Obama signed Executive Order 13691

Promoting Private Sector Cybersecurity Information Sharing. In it, the

President commanded that, “private companies, nonprofit organizations,

executive departments and agencies (agencies), and other entities must be

able to share information related to cybersecurity risks and incidents and

collaborate to respond in as close to real time as possible.” Stanford

students in attendance were probably unaware, but this order codified long

standing FBI demands to supersede the fourth amendment and

investigate anyone they wanted. This paved the way for the Neo-fascism

now being exposed in the ongoing releases of the “Twitter Files”.

Making good on his campaign promise, Obama ensured that America

would be fundamentally transformed from a Constitutional Republic into a

Neo-fascist Technocratic Autocracy. This new authority would be enforced

by a digitally enabled Super-Stasi made up of FBI InfraGard members,

(https://www.infragard.org/) and other contractors including hundreds,

perhaps even thousands of ordinary citizens patrolling on-line as America’s

Secret Police.

Such an Orwellian overthrow would be calculated to happen without

anyone noticing until it was too late. The merger of government and

corporate technological power enabled a class of politically aligned

bureaucratic elites to maintain control by monitoring and stifling

opposition rather than allowing open debate in a free marketplace of ideas.

These traitors have trampled the Constitution and destroyed the most

fundamental aspect of American greatness.

EO 13691 states the following [emphasis added]:

https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/executive-order-13691-promoting-private-sector-cybersecurity-information-sharing


Section 1. Policy. In order to address cyber threats to public health and

safety, national security, and economic security of the United States,

private companies, nonprofit organizations, executive departments

and agencies (agencies), and other entities must be able to share

information related to cybersecurity risks and incidents and collaborate to

respond in as close to real time as possible.

Organizations engaged in the sharing of information related to

cybersecurity risks and incidents play an invaluable role in the collective

cybersecurity of the United States. The purpose of this order is to

encourage the voluntary formation of such organizations, to establish

mechanisms to continually improve the capabilities and functions of these

organizations, and to better allow these organizations to partner with

the Federal Government on a voluntary basis.

Such information sharing must be conducted in a manner that protects the

privacy and civil liberties of individuals, that preserves business

confidentiality, that safeguards the information being shared, and that

protects the ability of the Government to detect, investigate, prevent, and

respond to cyber threats to the public health and safety, national security,

and economic security of the United States.

One section of this EO states that agencies are required to share

assessments of their agency’s activities and provide those assessments to

the DHS.   It may be helpful to get ahold of these assessments.

(b) Senior privacy and civil liberties officials for agencies engaged in

activities under this order shall conduct assessments of their agency’s

activities and provide those assessments to the Department of Homeland

Security (DHS) Chief Privacy Officer and the DHS Office for Civil Rights and

Civil Liberties for consideration and inclusion in the Privacy and Civil

Liberties Assessment report required under Executive Order 13636.



The Gateway Pundit is moving back to Disqus! All of your

account information and comment history has been saved and

will be uploaded as quickly as possible to Disqus. If you do not

already have a Disqus account, you will need to create one.

Please use the same email address that you used for Insticator

for your comment history to be carried over. We greatly

appreciate your patience and continued support!

Obama wanted to change America.  He created a framework to

punish and destroy the America he knows and dislikes.  
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Joe Hoft is the twin brother of TGP's founder, Jim Hoft, and a contributing editor at TGP. Joe was

instrumental in reporting the truth behind the Mueller sham, the origins of COVID-19, and the 2020

Election fraud. Joe was a corporate executive in Hong Kong for a decade and has years of experience

in finance, IT, operations, and auditing around the world. Joe is the author of five books. His new

bestseller, "The Steal: Volume II - The Impossible Occurs" is out now. It addresses the stolen 2020
Election and provides an inventory proving that the 2020 Election was uncertifiable and never should

have been certified for Joe Biden. Joe also has a weekly radio podcast at TNTRadio.live where he

discusses current events with prominent guests.
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